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For Immediate Release
Water Concert Brings John Lennon’s
“Plan” and Beatles Saga to Life
Hilo, HI —Blue Meanie attacks left instruments imprisoned, music silenced, LOVE nearly lost, and
Pepperlanders frozen and fragile in the oceans of time. The Beatles Yellow Submarine saga that inspired
St. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band to risk their lives to recapture the magical mystery instruments
needed to perform a free and freeing concert is being played-out in real life with LIVE H2O, “The
Concert for the Living Water,” June 19-21, 2009.
The “Plan,” that John Lennon encouraged in Revolution, calls for nature’s most powerful music—the
original Solfeggio scale—to be broadcast internationally by recording artists worldwide following
centuries of being kept secret. The third note, “MI” promises “Miracles.” LIVE H2O organizers say a
miraculoustransformation in people’s hearts generated by the music shall set humanity free from
political impositions and spiritual restrictions to spread LOVE, peace, health, and universal prosperity
far beyond any event in history.
Event planners intend to amplify more than 144,000 voices using the Internet, interactive media, and
advanced communications technologies supported by new science to fulfill ancient Native and Bible
prophesies. Everything needed has already been donated or “Divinely guided,” say a number of
grassroots activists promoting the global event.
The Plan to super conduct the music of Spiritual Renaissance has three main objectives:
The first is to herald this sacred secreted music, including the newly recovered “LOVE vibration”—the
miracle frequency of sound resonating universally at 528 Hz (cycles per second). This “MI” note in the
“master matrix,” or “Creator’s music,” has recently been proven by science and mathematics to be a
mainstay among nature’s most creative and sustaining sounds.
The concert’s unprecedented second objective is to join more than 144,000 human voices in a prayerful
broadcast wherein anyone with a microphone-enabled PC can participate. Others can simply listen with
their hearts to the “music of the light,” extinguishing the “music of the night.” Instructions are already
online at www.liveh2o.org. The website encourages individuals and groups to produce their own
program using dozens of live feeds from venues around the world, and donated films raising awareness
about every aspect of Water.
Unconditional LOVE for life, lasting peace, world health, and universal prosperity will be directed
prayerfully by participants towards “The Living Water,” and the combined signal will be broadcast into
the world’s oceans.

Finally, the 3-day event peaks on Sunday, June 21, 2009 with a “LOVE WATER Experiment” intended
to honor the oceans as a life sustainer; “the creative juice of the universe—a liquid crystal
superconductor and energy generator.” Organizers intend to advance mounting evidence that Water is
conscious, intelligent, and responsive to prayer. The “528 ‘AH’ LOVE chant” will carry the powerful
energy of human hearts to “hydro- resonate the oceans,” they say. The goal is to marry human prayer
energetically to the “Universal Solvent”— Water—by applying the “Universal Language”—music; thus,
generating the “Universal Healer”—LOVE.
“This concert and concept is totally unique, science based, spiritually sensitive, and Divinely directed,”
says Executive Producer of LIVE H2O, Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz. The humanitarian author of sixteen
books renowned internationally for many life-saving works in public health, believes the concert is
compelled by the urgencies of our age, widespread prayers for world peace, and prophesies predicting
something wonderful and miraculous is about to happen to remedy the planets worsening tragedies of
war, pestilence, and poverty.
“The concert has already happened in the matrix of space-time,” Dr. Horowitz says. “We are simply
sharing simple truths and watching this most urgent and freeing event unfold naturally.”
Organizers say modern instrument tuning to A=440Hz produces spiritually-suppressing “music of the
night.” Alternatively, the Creator’s A—417Hz—is the original Solfeggio “RE” tone, REsonating
universally eternally and far more powerfully spiritually.
“This is the main reason experts say humanity is only using 5% of its brain,” says Dr. Horowitz. What’s
wrong with that picture? The secreted ‘music of the light’ contains the key, 528Hz, that opens the doors
to people’s hearts; that serves to expand the ‘heart-mind,’ intuition, creative genius, and LOVE. . . . Just
what humanity needs to get out of the mess we are in.”
LIVE H2O is clearly a grassroots, decentralized, heart-felt mission. Anyone can join the activities for
free, or sponsor venues that feature local talent including speakers, vocalists, and musicians. Modern
technologies and sponsors’ donations have provided the opportunity to have people participate
interactively online in “cyber- rooms.” The event honors people of all religions being given the choice
to engage their own online “temple,” “mosque,” “church,” or “enter” a “general assembly” that contains
the combined signals from each “room.” Leaders from all cultures and religions are being asked to
promote participation.
“We are encouraging people to host Yellow Submarine parties, play the Beatles animated film, and then
discuss the plot as it relates to this “Plan,” says Ambaya Martin, a nutritional counselor. “We have a
beautiful stream here locally that we are planning to pray over during LIVE H2O to lend our hearts and
loving intentions to the Living Water.”
“Native people hold Mother Earth and Water sacred,” adds Iroquois Elder Dr. Medicine Wolf. “Hopi
Elders have collected samples of Water from sacred sites worldwide and are joining us in this urgent
service to honor Water and bring healing to Mother Earth and all people. This is my life’s mission to
heal the Earth and Water from which every human is made.”
Experts in Water science, physics, metaphysics, and mathematics share similar spiritual sentiments
compelling volunteerism in this “labor of love.” Among them is Vic Showell, the author of numerous
mathematical analyses of Egyptian pyramids. Showell recently donated proof that 528Hz—what Dr.

Horowitz advanced as the “LOVE frequency”—is central to nature’s most important mathematical
constants, including Pi, PHI, and the Fibonacci series. His and other technical advisors’ research is
linked to www.liveh2o.org. The site provides simple analyses proving the original Solfeggio music
compels the swirling of everything from DNA to galaxies. Everything is spinning hydro-sonically,
energetically and fractally, according to this special set of tones, experts explain.
From Egypt to Hawaii, the LIVE H2O Plan calls for 528Hz toning synchronously to drumming at the
human heartbeat (1.45Hz). Key “energy vortices” globally will receive these frequencies four hours
before the “LOVE WATER Experiment” to establish a “standing wave” that will “vibrate the oceans
with LOVE.” Energy technology expert Alex Putney, director of LIVE H2O’s technical advisory
committee, says this drumming ceremony will increase the power of prayer generating a virtual “global
baptism.” Given the power of hydro-sonic resonance entrainment, smaller bodies of Water with
harmonize with the oceans, much like the moon influences the tides.
“This is the idea every religious leader throughout history has promoted,” says David Kreitzer, President
of one of the event’s corporate benefactors. “People coming together massively with open hearts,
positive intent, and loving prayer is certain to generate positive results, and possibly make a profound
difference in the health and well-being of people and our planet.”
For more information about LIVE H2O, “The Concert for the Living Water,” visit www.liveh2o.org.
Organizers invite your prayers, activism, networking, and donations to increase the number of venues
and help local organizers who have pledged to participate.
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